Conditions of Sale

This is not an auction.

Horses will all be purchased subject to vetting to be arranged by the purchaser.

Horses will be secured by a deposit of 10% on the sale day with purchase completed within two weeks.

The deposit is only returnable should a horse not receive a satisfactory vetting.

Deposits may be paid by cash or cheque with balances paid by bank transfer.

Following purchase, horses must leave the stud within three days of completion or livery will be charged.*

Arrangement can be made for horses to remain at Woodlander, for example, for castration or further schooling. Livery will be charged.

The first buyer to pay a deposit for a horse will secure the purchase of that horse, any further buyers will be held, in order, on a wait list.

The stables are open for the viewing of foals, mares and youngstock from 9.30am. Ridden horses may be viewed between 12.30 and 2.00pm.

If you are interested in buying any of the horses presented on the day, please meet with Lynne Crowden ahead of the formal presentation at 11am, or between 12.30 and 2.00pm to register your interest.

Foals will remain at Woodlander Stud with no charge for livery, until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vetting will be charged to the purchaser. First registration of the foal will be paid by the vendor.*

Mares purchased at the sale will also remain at the stud with no charge for livery until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vets costs will be charged to the purchaser.*

Please ensure that you understand whether a mare is sold in foal or without her foal. Published Prices are subject to change. Purchasers of mares not yet pregnant may choose a Woodlander stallion at reduced price.
Generations of Woodlander Breeding with approved stallions in the dam line and international grand prix performance. Of course the sire, Freddie M, is a half brother to Double World Champion and Small Tour superstar Woodlander Farouche. Add to this on the sire side two further Grand Prix International horses in Woodlander Dornroeschen and For Compliment and you have a big framed and powerful mare for the big arena. Her dam sire Hotline showed incredible talent with a quick and carrying hind leg so this filly is for the long term producer.

£10,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

An absolutely top daughter of the wonderful KWPN sire Lord Leatherdale who combines the strength and charm of high level sports horses and Bundeschampionat winners such as Lord Sinclair.

On the dam side we already see performance from the half sister to this elegant and active filly with huge elevation. Her half sister Woodlander Donna Summer has built on the sporting provenance of her damsire Consul to build to success at small tour

£10,000 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
4. **Woodlander Dulini**
2015 Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.2hh.

A top quality sport model from an illustrious Trakehner line with the provenance for dressage and eventing. Sire Don Frederico was Champion of his licensing and has since proved his tremendous dressage potential in competition at the higher levels.

He is the sire of Isabel Werth’s international horse, Don Johnson and also of Diva Royal, placed 4th in the Olympics. On the dam side comes the Elite stallion Ravel who appears in the pedigrees of many top Trakehner stallions as a particularly impressive damsire. Finally, Imperio stands splendid in the pedigree as two times Reserve and Second Reserve World Champion of Young Horses. Does it get any better.

£8,500 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

5. **Woodlander Solid Gold**
2015 Bay Hannoverian Filly, to make 16.2hh.

Well named for this uphill filly from our most consistent dam line for sport. Herr dam was the first British bred and papered mare to gain a German State Premium and having bred foals also when on to prove hugely ridable and qualify for Regional Championships with a young rider. Her highlight was an active trot and a spectacular walk, typical of her sire Wenzel who of course also sired top International Dressage Stars such as Weyden. Sire Schwarzgold is a Trakehner in the great tradition of performance. A noble black horse by the two times ribboned World Breeding Champion, Imperio. Convincing

£10,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

6. **Woodlander Wonderful Tonight**
2015 Chestnut Filly, Oldenburg to make 16.3hh.

Champions come together in this excellent dressage pedigree with Sire Woodlander Wild Child as a foal Champion and Licensing Champion; his dam as two times World Champion, His dam sire Fuerst Heinrich was also World Champion, as was Dimaggio, sire of his Grand Prix granddam Woodlander Domröschchen. So much for the sire line. On the dam line we see Johnson, a Grand Prix performer with Hans Peter Minderhout, Champion of the licensing and sire of top stallions such as Breton Woods. Metall should need no introduction as the sire of our own UK team horse, Utopia ridden by Carl Hester. Can it be better?

£6,500 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Foals

7. Woodlander Deep Purple
2015 Black Colt, Oldenburg to make 17hh.

Bred in the purple. From one of our oldest mare lines producing licensed stallions and the very significant sire Weltregent H. Dam, Moulin Rouge, is half sister to approved stallion Woodlander Santana and also the dam of approved stallion Woodlander Summertime Blues. Sire Debonair brings the high level performance blood of De Niro and the Bundeschampionat rave Show Star. This young stallion distinguished himself in the young horse classes in 2014 finishing in the top placings of both Shearwater Championships and taking the crown, and the cheque, of Champion for the prestigious Badminton Young Horse. This is a big framed and long lined youngster with a beautiful face and looks full of scope and elasticity. His half brother Woodlander Quo was also the BHHS Colt Foal Champion in 2014. Not to be missed.

£8,500 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

8. Woodlander Wisabella
2015 Chestnut Filly, Weser Ems to make 14.2hh.

How lucky are we to have this gorgeous chestnut filly with the movement for competition and the super temperament for a competitive child to have fun. Sire Woodlander Wales has always stood at the top since a foal taking multiple titles for all ages at the SPSS, WBS and BEF. His stallion approval for all judges was a highlight with his enormous expression in all gaits but especially the reach in the canter. Under saddle the canter remains enormous and uphill with an ability to collect. His active and engaged trot and purposeful walk make him a sure winner. An even match with the wonderful dam of this foal who was Mare Grading Champion at 3 years with the highest scores ever. By Bernwode Brokat who needs no introduction the filly foal is a top prospect showing the expression of her sire and grandsire.

£4,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

9. Wiz Kid
2015 Bay Colt, to make 16.2hh

Top class breeding by Woodlander Wavavoom, a British based dressage stallion and out of an high class broodmare by Sandro Hit, another top dressage stallion. With this parentage this colt was always going to be a dead cert to have the elevation in his paces, the self carriage and the action to wow. This colt has it all, a lovely outline, straight legs and action, uphill with good hind leg action, an excellent temperament. Both his parents have charming temperaments. He is friendly, inquisitive, very well proportioned, handles well, he is microchipped and will be available upon weaning. He is well grown and is expected to reach 16.2-3h

£4,750 – Diana Shaw - 07984436936
Foals

10. **WW Walking on Sunshine**
2015 Chestnut Filly, Oldenburg to make 16.2hh.

This Filly is breed for success from the best! Her sire Woodlander Wild Child holds to record high score for futurity and was WBS-UK Supreme Champion he now has a licence "double" with Hanoverian International and WBS-UK. The Grand Dam of this filly is double World Champion Woodlander Farouche and grandsire is life approved Woodlander Wavavoom. The dam line also shows champion lines in it pedigree with her sire Rousseau by very famous Olympic stallion Ferro. With all this blood this filly is destined for greatness. With excellent confirmation and trainable attitude, She has 3 excellent gaits and possesses that "look at me wow factor"

£POA – Sarah Maskell - 07554 001977

11. **WW Calypso Noir**
2015 Black Filly, Oldenburg to make 16.2hh.

This a really amazing filly with great presence and athleticism. She's is a fast, clever and quick thinking Foal with 3 good gaits especially her trot. Good confirmation and all-round stunning. Cally is very well handled, Brave and has a good attitude and temperament. This Filly has a nice pedigree behind her and lots of heart "n" soul , She is sure to excel in dressage or eventing.

£POA – Sarah Maskell - 07554 001977

12. **Faith in Glory**
2015 Bay Filly, Oldenburg to make 16.2hh.

This well conformed filly has the best of both, world class dressage bloodlines along with a kind and confident temperament. She is by Freddie M out of Elite Dornroeschen, mother of Farouche. Freddie M is by For Compliment, a spectacularly moving stallion by Fidermark. Her dam, Hope of Glory (Hotline x Weltmeyer x Bolero) out of Wanja G is half sister to the stallion Blue Hors Lodestar.
Foals

13. **Unnamed**
    2015 Black Colt, Hannoverian to make 16hh.

One of very few Wild Child colts that will be for sale we are sure. This is a stunningly pretty and elegant colt with the most beautiful face and all the lift and elevation that one might expect with this pedigree. He is a bundle of joy. And what a pedigree...Sandro Hit and Rohdiamant are already indicators of a classy modern horse but this is a serious mare line with more than 20 approved sons in Hannoverian, Oldenburg and Westfalian breeding. Names like Donatelli, Placido and the young sire Beltano will be recognized. Add to this some top sport horses including Blind Date and this is a perfect purchase for an ambitious amateur or professional rider.

£7,500 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

14. **Woodlander Forever Young**
    2015 Bay Colt, Oldenburg to make 17hh.

Big stunning uphill colt with exceptional rhythm and balance. He finds transitions very easy especially in and out of canter. 3 good paces and a willing attitude. With this pedigree of champions running through his blood and his own natural ability he is sure to excel in dressage. This young Colts temperament is also very special.

£POA – Sarah Maskell - 07554 001977

15. **Hollyland Well Here Comes the Sun**
    2015 Chestnut Filly, Oldenburg to make 16.1hh.

A very special piece of breeding from a Bechtolsheimer dam line crossed with a top International horse owned by Dr B and ridden by Carl Hester. This wonderful family of the important mare Deutsche Einheit who was Reserve Bundeschampion of the Four Year Olds and was then gifted to the Gold Medal team from the Seoul Olympics, has then brought many further successes.

This great traditional Oldenburger line is complimented by the very modern sire line which features no fewer than three World Champions in Fuerst Heinrich, Dimaggio and Farouche herself. A foal not to be missed

£POA- Wendy Campbell - 01646 687111
Foals

**Jamesfield Deluxe Edition**
2015 Buckskin Colt. 16hh+.

16.

- De Niro
- Old
- St Pr Show Hit
- Old
- Treliver Decanter
- WBS-UK
- Roundhills
- Mayflower
- PBA

**£8,000** - Felicity Aldridge-Newman - 07743 010922

**Wild Romance**
2015 Chestnut Filly, Hannoverian to make 16hh.

17.

- Wavavoom
- Hanoverian
- Elite Farouche
- Hanoverian
- Rotspion
- Hanoverian
- Nancy
- Hanoverian

**£POA** – Matt Cheale - 07867 726378

**Jamesfield Welsh Solstice**
2015 Palomino Filly. To make 14.2hh

18.

- Wavavoom
- Hanoverian
- Drysing Helen
- Welsh
- Top Yellow
- Elite SPSS
- Bernwode
- Hanoverian
- Dorina
- Elite Head Stud Book SPSS

**£4000** - Felicity Aldridge-Newman - 07743 010922
19. **Wind Chimes**
2015 Dark Bay Filly, Oldenburg.

Impeccably bred filly foal. Very pretty, with a real ‘look at me’ attitude. Available at weaning. Grand Prix Horses on every side. A foal with a bright future in the right hands.

£POA – Ann Williams - 01597 860596

20. **Jamesfield Where’s Wally**
2015 Chestnut Colt. To make 14.2hh

Superb colt foal - handsome, uphill and athletic! By Wales and out of SPSS graded Broomford Bellisima who is by the outstanding SPSS Elite graded, German-bred stallion Broomford Dancer who won Pony European Team Bronze medals for GB and the Netherlands. Dancer has also sired Bundeschampions, graded mares & stallions in Germany and top international ponies like individual Pony European Gold Medalist Golden Dancer. Bellisima's dam is Wetter Daz (Wittinger x Diadem).

£4000 SOLD - Felicity Aldridge-Newman - 07743 010922
Broodmares

21. **Belle Ronia**  
2006 Chestnut KWPN Mare, 16.1hh.  
A beautiful mare by the in demand son of Jazz. Johnson, who was the Overall Champion of the KWPN stallion show in 2005. He won the Final of the Stallion competition in 2008 at M level and was the clear margin winner of the 2011 VHO Trophy. As a son of the international Grand Prix stallion Jazz we also find many top dressage horses and stallions incl. the world acclaimed Vivaldi and Winton, Parzival, Andy, Olivi, Westpoint etc. The dam is by the proven son of Ferro in Metal and from this mother line we find the approved stallion Unah II (Concorde), International Dressage Horse Fedor (Ferrolan) and International show jumpers Juniperstar (Pion) and Deoni (Naturel). This mare has also been ridden.

£7,000 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

22. **St. Barth**  
2007 Black Hannoverian Mare, 16.3hh.  
A mare that should stay in my barn forever but tempus fugit! She has bred two wonderful colts for us and descends from one of the best dam lines in our herd producing names like the newcomer for dressage Christ but also having great jumping performance including Top Gun. A class winner in her own right. She is not in foal this year.

£14,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

23. **Mademoiselle**  
2006 Bay SPSS Mare, 14hh.  
A delicious daughter of the famous Bernwode Brokat. Alongside this impressive stud career Brokat has proved to be a valuable asset to GB as an International FEI Dressage pony and member of the BD Prime Squad. Brokat and Ruth Hole travelled Europe representing their country at nine Internationals from 2011 to 2013 and were selected as Reserves for the 2013 GB Pony European Championship Dressage Team. Brokat also took Ruth’s 11yr old sister, Clare, to her first international competitions in 2014. In 2015 Brokat retired from international travel as a fit, unblemished and totally sound 18yr old with a remarkable record! He carries the genetics of top German riding ponies and like many other successful daughters, this lovely mare Mademoiselle was Mare Champion of the SPSS in 2011. She went on to a happy ridden career. Sold in foal to Woodlander Wales.

£8,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
24.

**Elite Candidate Havanna Moon**

2008 Brown Hannoverian Mare, 17.2hh.

Bred by us and Sandy Senior of Glossoms Farm, this very serious mare proved to have a wonderful sporting capability and trained with Michael Eilberg but was injured. She had already bred a Rousseau foal, now owned by the Eilbergs, and proved her temperament by undertaking her Mare Test only four weeks after weaning her foal. Her power and suspension combine with a very active and carrying hind leg and we see her as the producer of top level horses for dressage. Scanned in foal to the exciting Woodlander Fransje with all his natural talent for Piaffe and Passage. Could also be brought back to a ridden career.

£15,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

25.

**Willow IV**

2010 Dark Bay Mare, 15.1hh.

A very attractive young mare with a wonderful temperament. Willow has lovely paces and excellent confirmation. She has recently been backed and is hacking out in company. She is very quick to learn and has been completely unfazed by anything to date. Ready to bring on for any discipline. Well behaved with the farrier, impeccable stable manners and loves being handled. She will be your best friend. A lovely horse for a small adult or teenager coming off ponies.

£3,000 – Ann Williams - 01597 860596

26.

**Goldstream**

2002 SSH Mare, to make 16.3hh.

We bought Goldstream as a three year old in 2005 and took her back to her breeder, Dr Bechtolzheimer's that year to be graded. She was to be for my daughter, though babies came along, which is why she has a light CV. Along the way, she proved to have a generous bold jump, as well as showing the movement one would expect from her breeding. In Goldstream I have found an angel and she is easy to handle, despite my being small. She was straightforward in giving birth to her two foals-had a filly to a pony two years ago and current filly (2015) to Wild Child. Marvelous, kind mother.

£POA- Wendy Campbell - 01646 687111.
27. **Dvorak**  
2014 Black Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.1hh.

A De Niro dancer bred in the purple with the benefit of a high performing dam who competed in the sport up to Inter I. De Niro should need no introduction as the sire of multiple highly successful dressage horse. This is a chance to get yourself a piece of the genetics that produced D’Agostino, D’Accord, Da Vinci, Daily Pleasure, Denaro plus the great Desperados and our own UK star Die Callas, ridden by Anna Ross. Not to be missed.

£10,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

28. **Woodlander Modica**  
2014 Bay Trakehner Filly, to make 16hh.

What a delightful filly with all the elegance and refinement that one would expect from a quality thoroughbred mare with a good performing racing dam line. Her sire Latin King has already produced multiple premium young mares from his first crop and as a half brother to the top sire, Le Rouge, we should not be surprised by her movement potential and lightness of foot.

£3,500 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

29. **Love Me Do**  
2014 Brown WBS-UK Filly, to make 15.3hh.

An eventing pedigree of depth with a German approved Trakehner sire who qualified for the Bundeschampionat in Eventing (with a dressage rider) and a dam line that features not only the prolific producer Rock King xx but also traces back through the amazing mare line of Bridget Parker’s and her own Olympic Gold Medal winning mare, Cornish Gold. A big upstanding filly with power and suppleness.

£3,500 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Youngstock

30.  
Words of Love  
2014 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.3hh

Well named son of the adorable stallion Wavavoom whose temperament is to die for. This Elite foal is a strong and powerful type with great carriage and top line. Temperament is also the thing with his class winning mother who brings the ridability of Rotspon and Lauries Crusador. A stallion prospect for the ambitious.

£10,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

31.  
Wilson Pickett  
2014 Bay WBS-UK Gelding, to make 16.1hh.

A son of the classy eventing sire Woodlander Wesuvio and bred from an exciting and well bred thoroughbred to give the perfect mix for Eventing. Wesuvio descends from a successful Dressage stallion Keystone Valentiono and his dam side represents some of the best Hannoverian jumping lines going back to the great Sacramento Songxx. Granddam St Pr Savannah was held as a premium in the German Jumping Programme with high scores in the performance test for scope and technique. The thoroughbred lines are classy with Mill Reef, Nijinsky, Red Sunset and the stallion Tudor Melody represented.

£5,000 – Nina Berkshire - 07784968385

32.  
Woodlander Dream Boy  
2014 Chestnut Oldenburg Colt, to make 16.2hh.

Performance all the way. Don Frederic has already impressed in Germany in the sport, Rousseau, by Dutch Team Horse Olympic Ferro, needs no persuasion as the sire of Blu Hors Zack who is of course the sire of record breaking and World Champion, Sezuan. The dam line also brings names such as Bundeschampionat top performer Laudabilis. Don’t miss this boy. A real riding prospect with a wonderful easy temperament.

£4,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Youngstock

33. **Crossroads**
   2014 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.3hh.

A real stallion prospect by the successful young stallion Woodlander Clapton, who is himself by the new dressage and jumping sire Christ. The dam line is super special bringing together the Grand Prix stallion Relevant, another Grand Prix sire De Niro with four offspring in 2012 Olympics and the wonderful mare family that produced Rubinstein, Royal Angelo, Rembrandt, Ahlerich and, surprisingly, Bordeaux. This is a very special horse and only available to the most discerning buyer.

£10,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

34. **Woodlander Forty Licks**
   2013 Bay Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.3hh.

Famous names and performance combine in this long legged young horse with perhaps stallion potential. With the performance and ridability blood of the thoroughbred Lauries Crusador combined with the Bundeschampionat winner, Wittinger, the dam Lucille was bred by Woodlander Stud, and in the modern frame. Fuerst Romancier, the top Premium stallion of his licensing is also the sire of top and high priced stallions including For Romance. Maybe this is the next.

£10,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

35. **Woodlander Dancing in the Dark**
   2013 Bay WBS-UK Colt, to make 16.2hh.

Sweet and talented full brother to the successful young mare Woodlander Donna Summer, this colt is a modern and light footed product of the best of three breeds – Dimaggio, Olympic Cocktail and the Trakehener Consul – a World Champion, an Olympic Team medalist and one of the most influential sires in Trakehner breeding for high level sport. His Gold Medal dam has already proven her ability to produce for sport and the lovely full sister is now working PSG at 8 years.

£7,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Youngstock

36. Woodlander Good Vibrations
2013 Bay Oldenburg Gelding, to make 16.3hh.

A big moving Oldenburg Premium foal who combines the strength and athleticism of our stallion Goetterfunke with the pizzazz of the stunning Johnson x Metall daughter Belle Ronia. This is the blood of Grand Prix horses old and new, with the powerful Grande so close up in the pedigree and with Metall, the sire of our own team GB horse Uthopia combining with Jazz, this is a serious dressage prospect.

£8,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

37. Woodlander Sunday Girl
2013 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly, to make 16.3hh.

A big moving and elastic filly to make 16.2hh plus, this is a very exciting daughter of the half sister to Wavavoom. The mother line is built on one of the most successful Westfalen lines with at least 17 State Stallions and multiple Grand Prix horses. Woodlander have bred three State Premium mares from this line, the licensed Hanoverian stallion Wavavoom, who was also a serial reserve young horse champion to Farouche as well as many good dressage horses. Dam West End Girl was not ridden due to an accident as a yearling.

£6,000 SOLD - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

38. Woodlander Sharona
2013 Bay Hannoverian Filly, to make 16.0hh.

A small dressage mare, she has a big heart and big movement. An Elite foal by the beautiful Supertramp, she brings the modern blood of Sandro Hit to the traditional Hannoverian Performance lines of Weltregent H and the very exciting and expressive Archipel who had great talent for half steps. This is the dam line from the Hahne family and Uli Hahne is the Studbook head for the Hannoveraner Verband. Bred with knowledge and passion.

£6,000 SOLD - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Woodlander Glam Rock
2013 Bay Oldenburg Colt, to make 16.3hh

An Oldenburg Premium son of Goetterfunke out of the wonderful State Premium Savannah, dam of approved stallions Woodlander Rockstar and Woodlander Wesuvio. Rockstar, now a Grand Prix performer is also the sire of an approved son with a great jumping talent and many other progeny from this stallion are proving useful over a fence. His licensed son Rhythm n Blues outstripped the jumping designer labels at his licensing and was most impressive and athletic over fences. Add then the provenance of Galvano with all that power and find the same in Goetterfunke where Geoff Glazzard says “…you cannot build a fence too big…..” And you have a prospect.

£8,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Feynman
2013 Brown WBS -UK Colt to make 17.2hh.

This is a very big boy with a bright and athletic future. He is bred for the top of the UK dressage ladder with a wonderful combination of pedigree and performance. His dam Ravissante is half sister to the successful Small Tour mare Woodlander Donna Summer ridden by Katrina Cantrell and Ravissante is by the Grand Prix stallion Woodlander Rockstar ridden by Maria Eilberg. Clearly temperament is there from start to finish with energy and trainability for a competitive rider.

And then comes Floriscount, the big moving son of double World Champion Florencio, successful in the sport to Small Tour and already the sire of multiple licensed sons.

£7,500 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Woodlander Detroit Blues
2013 Bay Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.1hh.

An elastic colt to make 16.2hh. We breed for performance all the way and this energetic colt convinces with both his own type and movement and his pedigree. His sire Desiderio is now performing small tour with Susan Pape and brings the blood of world champion DiMaggio (dam sire of Woodlander Farouche) and, very special, is the blood of his mother, Piroschka by the TB stallion Prince Thatch xx, who is full sister to the German International team horse Piccolino, ridden by Klaus Husenbeth.

£15,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
**Youngstock**

**42. Woodlander Romance**
2012 Bay Hannoverian Mare, to make 16.2hh.

This is a star in the making from the first and most consistent mare family to breed under the Woodlander banner. With 18 Westfalian State Stallions in the family, the wonderful and talented life approved Hannoverian stallion Woodlander Wavavoom also descends from half sister St Pr Lousiana and a further three State Premium mares stand alongside this modern and willing mare. Lightly broken and ridden away, she is ready to bring on for her Mare Performance Test and is a real find for breeding and riding. A young mare out of her half sister recently achieved a final score of 8.75 in her mare test in Germany and is training for the dressage sport. Sire Rousseau is by the Dutch International star Olympic Ferro ridden by Coby van Baalen. Rousseau was winner of his performance test and the Parvo Cup and has gone on to deliver some of the best stallions in World Breeding.

£13,000 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

**43. Woodlander Waterloo**
2012 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt, to make 16.1hh.

A supple and cadenced slimline son of Wavavoom this is an ideal lady’s dressage horse. Wavavoom sits high in the rankings of British stallions with over 30 offspring bringing a high Higher First average and some really top scores. He is the sire of two Champion stallions in Woodlander Wild Child and Woodlander Wales and has an exceptional walk and canter, a powerful trot and the best ridability. The dam Diminuendo by Don Frederico is also a highly ridable horse acting as a young schoolmistress to an inexperienced apprentice and her dam Wanda was ridden by Lynne Crowden in her younger days! Ready to be started under saddle but no time for that yet at Woodlander.

£10,000 SOLD - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

**44. Woodlander Kala**
2012 Bay Trakehner Mare, to make 17hh.

An exceptional three year old filly of great body and power now starting to work nicely under saddle but very green. She is the daughter of a wonderful Champion and Gold Medal mare for the BWBS who is also a good scoring mare with the Trakehner Studbook. Dam sire, the legendary Consul is one of the most significant stallions in modern warmblood breeding delivering performance for Grand Prix dressage, eventing and, to an extent, jumping. The sire of this wonderful three year old who is a half sister to Small Tour success Woodlander Donna Summer ridden by Katrina Cantrell, is the stallion Le Rouge, by Pret a Porter. What a wonderful stallion this is. Not only Champion of his licensing but his first approved son was Champion at Neumunster in his licensing year. Of course the important thing is sport, and Le Rouge is also successful at the high levels of dressage.

£25,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Youngstock

45. Sundancier
2014 Chestnut Oldenburg Colt

Undeniably orange, Sundancier (aka Duncan) is a yard favourite – he has huge presence and is just so flashy with four white socks and a swagger to match! His breeding speaks for itself: a perfect blend of modern and classic blood lines. Highly rated by the Oldenburg inspectors who awarded him premium status. He is a compact, modern type, with textbook conformation, and correct athletic paces, with a particularly good hind leg in the canter. Duncan is well-handled, easy in all ways, and has been correctly produced from birth. Video available on YouTube channel: nmh sport horses

£10,000 – Nia Huws - 07793 026593

46. Woodlander Cokaine
2014 Bay Hannoverian Colt, 17hh.

This is going to be one big strong horse with a whole load of presence. From the moment he was born he was up and running and has not flagged since. His pedigree is impressive for both dressage and eventing with plenty of thoroughbred and Holsteiner blood. He has a way of looking at you that makes you think stallion but with a massive trot, big walk and good ground cover, even if not a stallion, he is going to the top.

£2,000 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

47. Sister Moonshine
2014 Filly

Gaining a Higher First at the British Futurity, this pretty filly scored 9’s across the board for her veterinary mark. A very athletic filly with a strong yet elegant frame and good attitude would make a strong contender for young horse classes in the dressage or eventing field. Her dams’ strong, but not too traditional features are extremely well complimented by her very modern and pretty Sire Supertramp. She just loves to be with people is happy to stand quietly to be groomed and for the farrier, all in all is a very biddable, mannerly young lady.

£POA – Sarah Morris - 01568 770244
48. **Winsome Girl**  
2014 Bay Hannoverian Filly

Beautiful pink papered filly by Woodlader Wavavoom out of a Rotspom mare. She has super paced and will make a lovely ladies' dressage horse. Please message me for further details/contact information.

£5,000 – Matt Cheale - 07867 726378

49. **Don’t Tempt Me**  
2014 Chestnut Filly Oldenburg Filly

Another daughter of the promising young stallion Debonair freshly the Badminton Champion of 2014 and heading for the Nationals and the International Shearwater Championship having won the hard fought qualifier at Hartpury by a good margin. Her dam, Tilucienne, brings jumping blood and athleticism but in that pedigree sits the great dressage producer Belisar and the whole dam line shows great potential for any rider to perform in sport.

£6,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Ridden Horses

50. Woodlander Wakeman
2011 Brown Hannoverian Gelding, 17hh.

The breeding is very exciting. Wavavoom needs no introduction as the number one UK sire for dressage horses and the dam, Trenda, is out of the full sister to Olympic Ferro. This will be a winning horse in the rat hands. No more to say….just ride it. With the energy and capability for a professional it would work forever for a competent amateur

£17,500 SOLD  Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

51. Woodlander Booker T
2011 Bay Oldenburg. Gelding,16.3hh.

As a breeder you are always looking for the best and sometimes you find it before it is known. A wonderful decision was to use the stallion Margue H on an Alabaster x Pik Bube mare from one of the historic Hannoverian breeding families. Margue was a Grand Prix horse who covered few mares but has produced top offspring including performers at high level dressage in Europe. He was himself a Grand Prix performer and later a schoolmaster. He had a wonderful character and was a pleasure to ride. Mix in the blood of Bordeaux, a son of the Grand Prix stallion United by Krack C, and you have a formidable cocktail for Grand Prix dressage. Bordeaux has not only been winning at PSG but is also the sire of multiple approved sons. In Booker T we find a promising young horse for an ambitious rider with feel and judgement.

£20,000 – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

52. Woodlander Wyman
2009 Bay Colt Hannoverian, 16.1hh.

Active and Attractive a workman like son of the eventing stallion Wesuvio. The motherline brings directly the jumping blood and dressage blood of Mondriaan, Farn and of course in the damline of Wesuvio the top jumping blood of Sao Paolo and his father Sandro. Ideal young riders event horse.

£5,500 – Alison Walton - 07718158510
Dimaggio and Sandro Song combine in this fine upstanding young mare with all the movement you would expect. Bred by Sarah Tyler Evans she has already bred a top filly for Woodlander but sadly will not stay in our breeding programme as we downsize. Could also be broken to ride.

£4,000 SOLD – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351